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Introduction 

•  Efficient analysis of time trends in medical device AE: 
•  Safety analysis 
•  Retrospective studies  
•  Causality assessments  

•  FDA MAUDE database 
•  Publicly accessible repository for compliant files 
•  80,000 to 120,000 device-related adverse events are 

reported annually  

•  Challenges: 
•  Structured data offers limited information 
•  Information extraction, normalization, and semantic 

annotation 
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Introduction 

•  Ontology-based, Semantic-Web oriented temporal 
relation reasoning system 

•  The Semantic Web provides a suitable environment 
for temporal data representation and reasoning: 

•  Standard mechanism with explicit and formal 
semantic definition 

•  OWL DL 
•  SWRL  
•  Reasoning tools, querying and storage mechanisms   



Clinical Narrative Temporal 
Relation Ontology (CNTRO) 

• Event 

• Time 
• Time Instant 
• Time Interval 
• Time Phase 
• Time Period 

• Temporal Relation 



CNTRO Overview 



Implementation Status 

•  findEvent(searchText)  
•  returns a list of events that match the 

searching criteria. Currently we look for 
events based on text search. 

•  GetEventFeature(event, featureflag) 
•  returns a specific time feature for a given 

event. 
•  Sample query:  

•  When was the patient diagnosed with 
diabetes?  

•  When was the patient started his 
chemotherapy? 



Implementation Status 

•  getDurantionBetweenEvents(event1, event2)  
•  returns the time interval between two events. 
•  Sample query: How long after the patient was 

diagnosed colon cancer did he start the 
chemotherapy? 

•  getDuration(event)  
•  returns the duration of a given event.  
•  Sample query: How long did the symptoms of 

rectal bleeding last? 



Implementation Status 

•  getTemporalRelationType(event1, event2)  
•  returns the temporal relations between two 

events if it can be retrieved or inferred.  
•  Sample query: Was the PT scan after the 

colonoscopy? 

•  getTemporalRelationType(event1, time)  
•  returns the temporal relations between an 

event and a specific time if it can be inferred 
or retrieved. 

•  Sample query: Is there any behavior change 
within a week of the test? 



Implementation Status 

•  sortEventsByTemporalRelationsOrTimeline
(events)  

•  returns the order (timeline) of a set of events.  
•  sample query:  

•  What is the tumor status timeline as 
indicated in the patient’s radiology note?  

•  What is the treatment timeline as recorded 
in oncology notes? 

•   When was the first colonoscopy done? 
•  When was the most recent glucose test? 



Pilot Study 
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Pilot Study 

• Evaluation 
• System answered 65 out of 73 

questions correctly 
• Accuracy: 89.04% 

• Errors caused by ambiguities in 
annotations 
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Challenges: 
File selection for devices 

•  FDA product codes 

•  Very high level generic categories 

•  No hierarchical information 
•   No category for ventricular assist device (VAD) 

•  No lexical features, i.e., synonyms, acronyms.  
•  “drug-eluting stent” 
•  “drug coated stent”, “medicated stent”, “DES” 

•  A domain ontology for device classification is very 
necessary 



Challenges: 
File Selection for Events 

•  MAUDE: no searchable feature for events 

•  Ontologies could help, but no suitable ontology exists 

•  Adverse event ontology (AEO): could be expanded to 
cover AEs for medical devices 

•  FDA Adverse Event Problem Codes: 
•  Standardize the classification of device and 

patient problems 
•  Possible extensions: 

•  More granular coverage 
•  More lexical properties 



Challenges: 
Semantic Annotation 

•  NCBO Annotator 

•  Mayo clinical Text Analysis and Knowledge Extraction 
System (cTAKES)  

•  Both depend on well-defined domain ontologies! 



Summary 

• A more robust and semantically crisp model 

• A semi-automatic annotation system 

• A temporal relation reasoning framework 

• A user friendly querying system 

CNTRO.ORG 




